
Modern Workplace
Management

Analytics and Reporting



Give control back to
IT teams, allowing

them to develop
best practices and
benchmark output

 

Identify issues before
they affect your

users
 

Measure end-to-end
workplace analytics

from adoption to
engagement and

effectiveness

Hortium allows you to:

Real-time services and apps can be
challenging for IT teams, but are
necessary as cloud services work is 5x
more likely to result in higher
employee performance and output. 

But bottlenecks and missteps using
technology and enterprise apps can
lead to errors and inefficiencies that
negatively impact productivity. Users
need to get the most out of their
digital experiences without sacrificing
service experience, resources,
compliance and control.

Hortium’s modern workplace solution
provides users with the data and
analytics that they need to empower
better service, closer collaboration,
more creativity and quicker decision
making.

Understand the
value and ROI of your

services

Modern workplaces should fuel the productivity of your end-user

hello@hortium.comwww.hortium.com

A good and stable service experience
is key to keeping your users happy. 

Hortium is a flexible platform, adapting
to changes in resource demands and
monitoring the entire digital
experience to guarantee an improved
end-user experience.



Improve decision-making
Identify communication and training opportunities 
Facilitate culture change
Mitigate security risks
Extend the value and productivity of employees and their services

Companies can use workplace analytics to improve productivity, ensure app
services are used correctly, and prevent frustration and fatigue using company-
mandated software. 

Workplace analytics enables businesses to use data from cloud-based platforms to
identify patterns that impact productivity and workforce effectiveness. 

Workplace analytics help to:

An all-encompassing end-to-end (user) management strategy is needed to
control end-users' happiness, from devices to business applications to the digital
workplace. Monitoring and predictive analysis can help scale up workspaces and
update applications without affecting availability.

IT teams must focus on multiple overlapping platforms and interactions to ensure
the cloud service and app environments deliver a positive experience. This
challenge is compounded by the fact that IT needs to be directly managing some of
these business-critical technologies.

Hortium is a cloud-based app platform that enables IT teams to measure end-to-
end workplace analytics.

Using workplace analytics to drive organizational efficiency
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Eliminate wasted spend from downtime and slow
service across your entire digital value chain

For further information, please
contact our team at:

hello@hortium.com

www.hortium.com

+44 207 748 0100


